By analyzing the concept of contextuality (e.g. Bell-Kochen-Specker) in light of post-selection, it is possible to assign definite values to observables in a new and surprising way. We present physical reasons for restrictions on these assignments. In addition, we show that when measurements are performed which do not disturb the pre-and post-selection (i.e. weak-measurements), then novel experimental aspects of contextuality can be demonstrated. Certain results of these measurements (eccentric weak values with e.g. negative values), however, cannot be explained by a "classical-like" hidden variable theory.
Introduction
We consider new features of the time-symmetric re-formulation of Quantum Mechanics (TSQM, originally introduced by Aharonov, Bergmann and Lebowitz a/k/a ABL [2] ) which considers the concept of two arrows of time moving in opposite directions. To be useful and interesting, any re-formulation of Quantum Mechanics (QM) should meet several criteria such as those met by TSQM:
• TSQM is consistent with all the predictions made by standard QM,
• TSQM brings out features in QM that were missed before: e.g., ABL considered measurement situations between two successive Ideal Measurements (IM) in which the transition from a state |Ψ in (pre-selected at a time t in ) to a state |Ψ fin (post-selected at a later time t f in ) is generally disturbed by an intermediate precise measurement. Post-selection reflects a unique aspect of QM in that measurement results are not determined by equations of motion and initial conditions. A subsequent theoretical development arising out of the ABL work was the introduction of the "Weak Value" (WV) of an observable which was probed by a new type of quantum measurement called the "Weak Measurement" (WM) [5] . WM experiments have been performed and results are in very good agreement with theoretical predictions,
• TSQM lead to simplifications in calculations (as occurred with the Feynman re-formulation) and stimulated discoveries in other fields: e.g. ABL influened work in cosmology (e.g. Gell-Mann and Hartle [22] ); in black-holes (Englert [21] and t'Hooft [40] ); in superluminal tunneling (Chiao [20] and Steinberg [34] ); in quantum information (e.g. the quantum random walk [8] ), etc.
• TSQM suggests generalizations of QM that were missed before -e.g. a new solution [31] to the quantum measurement problem.
The new features of TSQM examined in this article are motivated by advances in quantum information theory which exploit the differences between classical and quantum information. For example, while the study of the non-classical aspects of entanglement (Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen/Bohm) started as a foundational examination of hidden-variable-theories (HVT), it was subsequently probed experimentally and used as a resource for quantum information. Similarly, the instant article examines another non-classical foundational issue, that of contextuality, by probing it with the 2 states, |Ψ in moving forward in time, and |Ψ fin , moving backwards, thereby suggesting a novel experimental test of contextuality. A traditional concept of the quantum state |Ψ in is that it generally provides only statistical information about the outcome of an IM. Therefore many authors have proposed that the quantum state could be "completed" by a HVT. A HVT assigns definite values to all possible observables of a system at all times. Thus, a HVT has a similar relationship to QM as Classical Mechanics has to Classical Statistical Mechanics: i.e. QM is still fully valid, but can be understood in terms of a deeper theory, the HVT.
There are two general constraints on any HVT which reproduces QM: a) Bell's theorem [18] showed that any HVT must be non-local, and b) the Bell-KochenSpecker theorem (BKS) [19, 23] and Gleason's [33] theorem showed that any HVT must be contextual. Gleason and BKS proved that one cannot assign unique answers to yes-no questions (posed to single systems) in such a way that one can think that a measurement of these questions simply reveal the answer as a pre-existing property that was intrinsic solely to the quantum system itself.
More specifically, BKS probed contextuality by asking whether a unique assignment of values to observables can be made in a way that does not depend on the measurement of other commuting observables. A "value function" V ψ (Â) is defined as the assignment of a value to an observableÂ when an individual system is in the state ψ. It is therefore the specification of a HVT. In Classical Mechanics the value function is very simple because an ideal classical measurement precisely measures a property of a system, without affecting the system under study. The state of the system can then be said to exist when we are not observing it and thus, there is a simple relation between the theory and the reality of underlying physical processes. Thus, it is reasonable to say that the theory of classical mechanics gives us an understanding of actual physical processes that underlie the measurement outcomes. Moving over to QM, the BKS theorem assumed that these value functions should satisfy:
That is, any functional relation of an operator that is a member of a commuting subset of observables must also be satisfied if one substitutes the values for the observables into the functional relations. If a system is characterized by commuting observablesÂ 1 andÂ 2 then condition 1.1 requires that all the relationships or functions between these operators should also be satisfied when V ψ (Â 1 ) and V ψ (Â 2 ) are substituted into the same functional relations. This condition determines the sum and product rules for all ψ ∈ Hilbert Space:
BKS states that a HVT which meets these conditions satisfies two basic assumptions: value definiteness -all observables can be assigned a definite value at all times and noncontextuality -all yes-no questions can be associated with a value assignment which provides a single unique answer, irrespective of the set of other commuting yes-no questions that it is associated with. BKS shows that making such an assignment to some observables was inconsistent and is thus contextual. More specifically, BKS proved that in any system (of dimension greater than 2) the 2 n possible "yes-no" assignments (to the n projection operators representing the yes-no questions) cannot be compatible with the sum and product rules 1.3 for all orthogonal resolutions of the identity. For example, consider a complete set of spectral projectors of an operatorÂ with discrete eigenvalues, so thatP i =P A=a i , such that n i=1 V ψ (P i ) = 1. Then only one of the projection operators can give a "yes" assignment (P i = 1) and the rest have to be "no" (i.e.P i = 0). However, ψ can be decomposed into many different basis sets, and the value that V ψ assigns must be independent of the particular basis. BKS shows that this cannot be done.
In this article, we analyze the concept of contextuality in light of post-selection, and show that it is possible to assign definite values to observables in a new and surprising way. This is based on the work of Vaidman, Aharonov, and Albert [4] (VAA) who showed that with appropriate pre-and post-selections (PPS), one can ascertain with certainty the outcomes for any one of three non-commuting components of the spin of a particle if it were measured at a time after the pre-selection and before the post-selection (this is also known as the "King's problem"). We show how measurement disturbance can arise in surprising ways when value assignments depend on both the pre-and post-selection. An "intriguing" physical reason is presented to explain why the VAA scheme cannot be applied to 2 or more measurements: the 2 intermediate measurements interfere with each other because some assignment of eigenvalues to operators are based on just one of the two vectors (i.e. either the pre-or the post-selected vector) while some assignment of eigenvalues are based on both vectors (i.e. both the pre-selected and the post-selected vectors, what we call "diagonal").
The principal result of this article is to question whether BKS is just a formal result (i.e. negative statements concerning the impossibility of a classical-like picture a/k/a "non-contextual-HVTs" or NCHVT) or if BKS can have experimental consequences. We probe this by focusing the debate on what can and cannot be observed. By utilizing the natural connection between counterfactual statements and PPS, we connect contextuality with issues that can be probed experimentally by WMs.
Particle in 3 boxes
Before considering the BKS examples, we consider first a simpler example which illustrates how commutation and disturbance work in PPS situations. This Gedankenexperiment ( [3] , verified experimentally [35] ) uses a single quantum particle that is placed in a superposition of being in 3 closed, separated boxes.
Aharonov-Bergmann-Lebowitz formula
The particle is pre-selected in |Ψ in = 1/ √ 3 (|A +|B +|C ) , where |A , |B and |C denote the particle localized in boxes A, B, or C, respectively. The particle is postselected in the state |Ψ f in = 1/ √ 3 (|A + |B − |C ). If an ideal (i.e. von Neumann) measurement is performed on box A in the intermediate time (e.g. we open the box), then the probability to find the particle in box A is 1, i.e.P A = |A A| = 1, given by ABL [2] 1 :
which in this case yields, P rob(
This can also be seen intuitively without using ABL: if the particle is not found in box A, then the initial state |Ψ in would be projected onto 1/ √ 2 (|B + |C ), but this is orthogonal to the final state |Ψ f in . Therefore the particle must be found in box A.
Similarly, the probability to find the particle in box B is 1, i.e. P rob(P B = 1) = 1. Now P rob(P A = 1) = 1 if only box A is opened, while P rob(P B = 1) = 1 if only box B is opened. However, when we measure both box A and box B, then the particle will not be found in both boxes, i.e.P APB = 0. ButP A andP B commute with each other, so how is it possible that measurement of one box can disturb the measurement of another? The reason suggested here (and developed further in this article) is that in order to deduceP A = 1, we used information from both the pre-selected vector |Ψ in = 1/ √ 3 (|A + |B + |C ) (see left side of fig. 1 ) and the post-selected vector |Ψ f in = 1/ √ 3 (|A + |B − |C ) (a situation we call "diagonal"). Similarly, in order to strongly (i.e. via an IM) deduceP B = 1 we also have to use information from both the pre-selected vector and the post-selected vector. However, when we measureP A , then this measurement will limit the "propagation" of the 2-vectors that were relied on to ascertain the intermediate value (see fig. 1 .b). If we then subsequently measureP B , the necessary information from both the preand post-selected vectors is no longer available (i.e. information from t in cannot propagate beyond the measurement ofP A at time t 1 due to the disturbance caused by an IM). Thus, even thoughP A andP B commute, measurement of one can disturb measurement of the other with "diagonal" PPSs.
pre-selection strong measurement and "collapse" to |b 1 strong measurement and "collapse" to |a 1 post-selection The assignment of definite ideal values in PPS situations suggests a connection between what could be said about the state before the IM and after. In general, 1 The probability to obtain an eigenvalue {|a j } based solely on the pre-selection is given by the Born formula P rob(a j , t|Ψ in ,
2 for a particular outcome a 1 , one may equivalently say that the probability is | a 1 exp(+iH∆t) | Ψ in | 2 , i.e. that one applies the time evolution operator to evolve a 1 from t to t in , which is the time reverse of the first picture.
the IM creates a disturbance and thus creates an uncertain relationship between the state before and after. However, this is not the case for WMs.
Weak Measurements
WMs can be quantified in the quantum measurement theory developed by von Neumann [38] : to measure an observableÂ of the system, one may use an interaction Hamiltonian of the form H int = −λ(t)QÂ whereQ is an observable of the measuring device (MD) and λ(t) is a coupling constant which is non-zero only during a short time (0, T ). Using the Heisenberg equations of motion for the momentumP of MD (conjugate to the positionQ), we see thatP changes according to dP dt = λ(t)Â. Integrating this, we see that P (T ) − P (0) = λA where T 0 λ(t)dt = λ. To make a more precise determination ofÂ requires that either a) P (0) and P (T ) are more precisely defined or b) λ is large. A WM can be characterised by either a)P of MD is measured to a finite precision ∆P , (which limits the disturbance by a finite amount ∆Q ≥ 1/∆P ) or b) small λ. After the WM interaction, the system is post-selected. In this regime, the measurement becomes less precise because the uncertainty ∆P in the position of the pointer is larger than the difference in the shifts of the pointer λa i corresponding to the different eigenvalues and thus the shift in MD is much smaller than its uncertainty. The simplest derivation of the WV result is with the second approach, i.e. λ small ( λ(t)dt = λ << 1):
The final state of MD is almost un entangled with the system and is shifted by the weak value A w (assuming without lack of generality that the state of the MD is a Gaussian with spreads ∆ ≡ ∆P = ∆Q = 1):
For the 3 box case, we do not need to perform the above calculation to obtain the WV. Instead, we can easily ascertain the WVs due to the following theorems:
The sum of the WVs is equal to the WV of the sum:
Proof: this follows simply from the linearity of the operators
Theorem 2: If a single ideal (i.e. strong) measurement of an observableP A is performed between the pre-and post-selection, then if the outcome is definite (e.g. P A = 1) then the WV is equal to this eigenvalue (e.g. (P A ) w = 1) [6] .
Proof: Given thatP A = n a n |α n α n |, if an eigenvalue, e.g.P A ≡ |α n α n | = a n , is obtained with certainty, then for n = m,P A ≡ |α m α m | = 0 because the probability to obtain another eigenvalue by ABL is ∝ Ψ f in |α m α m |Ψ in = 0. In this case, the
because m |α m α m | = 1. But since Ψ f in |α m α m |Ψ in = 0 for n = m, the only term left is n. Therefore, the WV is 1, the same as the ideal value.
These theorems allow us to state that counterfactual statements which maintain the occurence of an outcome with certainty will all be true simultaneously when they are measured weakly. E.g. from Theorem 2, we know the following WVs with certainty:
Using theorem 1, we obtain:
(2.12) This surprising theoretical prediction of TSQM has been verified experimentally using photons [35] . What interpretation should be given to (P C ) w = −1? One may speculate for formal reasons that this corresponds to a "negative probability." However, as will be shown subsequently, this interpretation cannot have any experimental meaning. On the other hand, we can give it a different interpretation that does have an experimental meaning if we perform any WM which is sensitive to the projection operatorP C . In this case, we will observe the opposite effect from those cases in which the projection operator is positive. This suggests that there is −1 particle in box C, i.e. a WM of (P C ) w in box C in the intermediate time, will yield a negative pressure, negative charge, etc. This is similar to what we found in Hardy's paradox [11] , currently being probed experimentally [36] .
Contextuality in 4-D
In the previous section, the product of observables was always definite, i.e.P APB = 0. In this section, we consider a slightly different situation (4D BKS nonets) in which the product of observables can give 2 different values. Except for this difference, this 4D BKS nonet example is similar to the 3-box example in that we shall also demonstrate the identical issues of "diagonal" measurements, violation of the product rule, and WMs which cannot be explained by a NCHVT. In addition, we shall demonstrate a clear connection to the issue of "contextuality" [29] by analyzing BKS nonets in terms of PPS thereby revealing surprising predictions for ideal and WMs.
Review of 4-D BKS theorem
The simplest version of BKS is a set of 9 observables. It is intuitive [27] to represent all the "functional relationships between mutually commuting subsets of the observables," i.e. V ψ (F {Â}) = F {V ψ (Â)}, by drawing them in fig. 2 and arranging them so that all the observables in each row (and column) commute with all the other observables in the same row (or column).
Individually, each of the 9 observables depicted in fig. 2 has eigenvalues ±1. A deterministic and non-contextual assignment of HV's, i.e. V ψ , to each of the 9 observables also requires an assignment of values that is ±1. In addition, eq. 1.1 requires that the value assigned to the product of all three observables in any row or column must obey the same identities that the observables themselves satisfy, i.e. the product of the values assigned to the observables in each oval yields a result of +1 except in the last column which gives −1.
2 . Computing column 3 of fig. 2 :
Computing the product of the observables in the third row, i.e.:
So, if the product rule eq. 1.3 is applied to the value assignments made in the rows, then:
The value assignments are given by V ψ (σ
z and the following identities are used:
while the column identities require:
However, it is easy to show that the 9 numbers V ψ cannot satisfy all 6 constraints: multiplying all 9 observables together gives 2 different results, a +1 when it is done row by row and a −1 when it is done column by column:
There obviously is no consistent solution to eqs. 3.18 and 3.17 since they contain the same set of numbers, simply ordered differently. Therefore the values assigned to the observables cannot obey the same identities that the observables themselves obey, V ψ (F {Â}) = F {V ψ (Â)}, and an HVT would have to assign values to observables in a way that depended on the choice of which of 2 mutually commuting sets of observables that were also chosen to measure, i.e. the values assigned are contextual.
ABL, VAA and BKS nonets
Following VAA, Mermin showed how to assign a definite value to a single measurement of any one of the nine observables of a BKS nonet [26] . He then generalized this to a definite assignment to any one of 16 observables and showed that this assignment cannot be done if one attempts to measure (or ascertain) 2 or more of the observables belonging to the nonets. He left open the question as to the physical reason for this, stating "I find this intriguing." To address this, we present a physical reason to demonstrate why the VAA scheme cannot be applied to 2 or more measurements by showing that the 2 measurements interfere with each other given the necessary PPSs. This can be seen to be a consequence of the structure of the 2-vector picture: some assignment of eigenvalues to operators are based on just one of the two vectors (i.e. either the pre-or the post-selected vector) while some assignment of eigenvalues are based on both vectors (i.e. both the pre-selected and the post-selected vectors -what we call "diagonal"). In this picture, it is the utilization of more than one PPS and the subsequent interference between them that explains the violation of the product rule and thus the physical source of the "contextuality" 3 . When assignments are not made in the "diagonal" sense, then sets of commuting observables which are determined entirely by just one vector satisfy the BKS function condition V ψ (F {Â}) = F {V ψ (Â)} Sets of commuting observables which are assigned values in the "diagonal" sense by using information from both vectors do not satisfy the BKS function condition because they violate the product rule, and can disturb each other. 
Ascertaining the results of any one of the 9 observables
We begin our analysis by considering specific examples of PPS configurations. We then utilize ABL [2] and show that choosing different post-selections change which triplet of observables violate the product rule. Consider first a pre-selection ofσ fig. 3 .a). In this case, it is easy to see that we can ascertain with certainty any one of the following valueŝ σ z that the issue of contextuality arises when we consider products of these observables.
Ascertaining the results of products of the 9 observables
In this section, we ask how many of the products of the 9 observables in fig. 2 can be ascertained together with certainty. For example, as stated in the previous section, the outcome for the product of the first two observables in column 3 of fig.  2 with the PPS of fig. 3 .a is σ y , given this particular PPS shown in fig. 3 .a, then the sequence of measurements interfere with each other (as represented by the slanted ovals in figure 5.a) . To see this, consider thatσ
y corresponds to the sequence of measurements represented in figure  4 .a. While the pre-selection of particle 2 isσ at t 3 . Thus, there is no guarantee that theσ 2 x measurement at t 3 will give the same value as the pre-selected state ofσ 2 x = 1 or that theσ 2 y measurement will give same value as the post-selected state ofσ 2 y = 1. This is due to the disturbance of the 2-vector boundary conditions which is created by the IM: the initial pre-selected vector σ 2 x = 1 from t in is "destroyed" when theσ . This is thus a violation of the product rule (see fig. 5 .a). This "diagonal" phenomenon can be generalized to functions that are polynomials of products of observables with the proper ordering (i.e. no mixing or sandwiching).
To summarize this sub-section, given the PPS of fig. 5 .a, the subset of observables circled in fig. 6 .a (and the products of those circled observables) can be assigned eigenvalues in a way that satisfies the function relation requirement eq. 1.1. But, the product of the other observables (e.g.σ y ) can only be ascertained (given this particular PPS) using information from both the PPS in a diagonal sense (see fig. 5 .a), and will thus violate the product rule. With the PPS of fig. 5 .b, the subset in fig. 6 .b (and the relevant products of observables) can be assigned eigenvalues in a way that satisfies the function relation requirement eq. 1.1. But, the product of y violate the function rule eq. 1.1. σ Figure 6 : Products of observables that are not disturbed, a) given the PPS of fig.  3 .a, and b) given the PPS of fig. 3 .b
Ascertaining the results of any one of 16 observables through the generalized state
As was explained in §3.2.1, definite results for any one of the intermediate measurements can be obtained for several different PPSs which were complete measurements (and thus describable by a wavefunction). In addition, some triplets (products of observables) can also be ascertained (see fig. 6 ) given a particular pre-or post-selection. However, for the most general setup considered in this section, no 2 products of observables can be ascertained. The general setup considers superpositions of these PPSs. In fact, this is required in order to ascertain any one of the 16 observables in Mermin's successful generalization of VAA (it is also required to ascertain any one of the 9 for general PPSs). Following VAA [4] , Mermin showed that the way that any one of the 16 values of the 7 BKS nonets (e.g. fig. 2 is one of them) can be ascertained with certainty is by entangling the 2-particle system representing the 4D BKS nonet (represented by the pre and post-selection of fig. 3.a and fig. 3 .b, etc., and labeled as |i ) with another system, i.e. an ancilla (represented here by |Ψ i and |Φ i ). The nonet is prepared at t in by correlating it with a set of states of an ancilla:
Then the ancilla is "guarded" so there are no interactions with the ancilla during the time (t in , t f in ). At t f in we post select on the particle and ancilla and obtain the state:
If we are successful in obtaining this state for the post-selection, then the state of the system is described in the intermediate time by the entangled state (see figure  7 ) [6, 9] 4 : For general PPSs, we use multiple sets of boundary conditions given by fig. 3 .a and fig. 3 .b, etc., to get an entangled state represented by fig. 8 (where for simplicity we have taken the states of the ancilla to be an orthonormal set, f µ ). Mermin then presented an elegant method to determine the states of the ancilla necessary to produce the effect: he selected a definite representation for the 2-particle spins, performed a projection,P, onto the subspace given by the nonet, and solved under rotation for the state of the ancilla. That is, Ω|P|A = 0 for "all but a single one of the projections associated with..." the observable of the nonet that is to be ascertained with certainty. As Mermin proved, all 4 components of this generalized state are necessary (i.e. we only determine a Bell-state at t f in on the ancilla rather than make a projection onto any given component f µ ) to ascertain a definite answer to any one of the individual observables.
A physical reason for restrictions on these assignments
We have suggested a physical reason based on TSQM and PPS for the 2 different values forσ
z . This points to a physical reason why no 2 measurements can be ascertained with certainty in the intermediate 5 time: all sets of boundary conditions are needed (those corresponding to both 3.a and 3.b, etc.) in order to ascertain with certainty the value of any one of the 16 observables, as represented by fig. 8 . However, when the first observable is ascertained, then it will depend on both the pre-and post-selection measurement (i.e. it will be "diagonal") in 2 of the 4 components of the generalized state (see §3.2.2) and will collapse the entire configuration onto a subset of the PPSs, thereby disturbing the terms of the generalized state. Given any pair of measurements, there will always be a "diagonal" situation when all 4 components of the generalized state are considered. This can be seen by comparing figs. 6.a and 6.b and noting that any 2 observables will not be circled in both. Therefore, since we cannot be sure that the entire setup (see fig. 8 ) is not disturbed, we cannot ascertain with certainty the outcome for any one of the 16 observables for the second measurement. Furthermore, this arrangement is the maximal correlation that can be performed (i.e. the 4D state of 2 spins can be maximally correlated to another 4D system as performed here), and thus we cannot create an even more sophisticated situation with additional ancillas. We have thus given a physical picture for Mermin's "intriguing" question: there will always be a diagonal situation for any 2 observables.
Weak Values for the 4D BKS nonets
We can now clarify Mermin's statement: "Alice's other two 'results' have nothing to do with any properties of the particle or the results of any measurement actually performed." While it is certainly true that these "other results" cannot be ascertained simultaneously in terms of an IM (as was demonstrated in §3.2.4 and by Mermin), they can be measured simultaneously through WMs.
The route to an easy calculation of WVs can be established from Mermin's description of VAA's accomplishment: "Alice's list gives the observed result for the measurement Bob actually made and had he measured anything else it would have given the result he observed." This provides a direct route to WMs through theorem 2: WMs will produce the identical result as predicted for the IM since the IM results are definite. Thus, the other 'results' are related to properties of the particle and can be simultaneously measured.
We can also obtain non-classical results in this example (similar to the 3-box case), by first re-writing the observables of fig. 2 in terms of 3 spin components for 2 "virtual" particles: for the first particle,Ŝ We can relate these measurements to the 3 box example of §2, but in this case we have 2 boxes and 2 particles:N ++ means the number of times that particle 1 and particle 2 are in the first box,N +− means the number of times that particle 1 is in the first box and particle 2 is in the second box, etc.
The WV of the projection operator (1 −Ŝ
, a non-classical result.
6
From Theorems 1 and 2, we can deduce the following: the different ways to obtain N(Ŝ In terms of the box analogy, this is how many ways that particle 2 can be found in box 1. AlsoN(Ŝ Furthermore, since eq. 3.24 equals eq. 3.25, we can deduce:
Subtracting eq. 3.26 from the following identitŷ
To measure this, an interaction Hamiltonian could be proportional toQ(1 +Ŝ
we obtain:N
Eq. 3.29 implies that the 2 particles are never in the same box. From eq. 3.27 and eq. 3.29, we can deduce:N
Substituting this value into eq. 3.25, we can deduce that:
Finally, substituting this into eq. 3.26, we can deduce:
As shown in [11] , all these statements can be measured simultaneously through WMs and will yield:
while:
In other words, if a WM is performed on the number of times that particle 1 is in the first box and particle 2 is in the first box, then the result is the non-classical result − 1 2
. Thus, the way that the 2 seemingly contradictory statementsσ 1 zσ 2 z = ±1 can weakly "peacefully co-exist" (to paraphrase Abner Shimony) is that a WV goes outside the spectrum of possible eigenvalues, i.e. eq. 3.34.
In summary, we see that WMs give an empirical manifestation of BKS:
• the BKS "contradiction" here is thatσ • these 3 outcomes can be measured weakly without contradiction because the product of WVs is not equal to the WV of the product
• if BKS were not correct and a NCHVT were possible, then the product rule should be satisifed and an IM ofσ
y should yield +1. This leads to an immediate contradiction because:
-by theorem 2, the WV must be equal to the ideal result -but, this would be inconsistent with an actual WM which will register
• therefore, BKS is empirically consistent with WMs
We have thus given a physical explanation for why an IM cannot reveal these values, while WMs can reveal these values. Thus, with WMs, the BKS "contradiction" still exists (i.e. a NCHVT cannot reproduce QM), yet now it can also be measured. In other words, we have physically shown how to obtain
• +1 for the product of all nine observables when this is performed in the sequence of the rows of fig. 2 • −1 for the product of all nine observables when this is performed in the sequence of the columns of fig. 2 (assuming that the system is PPS). The ambiguity in determining whetherσ
is obtained gets shifted to the ambiguity of determining which set of boundary conditions is obtained, i.e. it is now a physical property of the system.
Contextuality in higher dimensions
In a future article we will show how the feat presented in the previous section can be done in higher dimensions, e.g. to the GHZ state [32, 37] ,
z . In this case we see that it is not possible to replace the spin operators by ordinary numbers (which is what a NCHVT attempts to do). However, assignments can be correctly made to each of theσ's if post-selection is utilized. Once again, the limitations to these assignments can be seen by using the structure of the 2-vector theory: if we try to measure all of these observables together, then some of the values will be assigned in the "diagonal" sense (i.e. in a way that depends on information from both the pre-selected and the post-selected vector), and therefore measuring these observables will cause a disturbance even though they commute.
We may also consider WMs of the GHZ observables. With the post-selection Ψ f in | = ↓ 
Using again the analogy with particles in boxes, eq.(4.35) means that particle 2 and particle 3 are not together in the same box, while eq. (4.36) means that particle 1 and particle 2 are not together in the same box, and eq. (4.37) means that particle 1 and particle 3 are not together in the same box. But we only have 2 boxes, so if 1 and 2 are not in the same box and 1 and 3 are not in the same box, then 2 and 3 must be in the same box. It is clear that the above equalities cannot be satisfied simultaneously by replacing the operators for classical numbers taking the values ±1. The weak value resolves this apparent paradox in the same way as in the Hardy example by using a negative number of pairs. To simplify this analysis, we definê
where the 2 boxes are denoted by ± referring to the spin component along y. Using Theorems 1 and 2, it can be shown that: We have thus shown how to obtain negative triplet WVs, which again, cannot be reproduced by a NCHVT.
Discussion
The results reviewed in §'s 3.2.1-3.2.4 were characterized by Mermin as "...what follows is not idle theoretizing about 'hidden variables'. It is a rock solid quantum mechanical effort to answer a perfectly legitimate quantum mechanical question."
We know by BKS that NCHVT's are not possible in general. Therefore, an interesting approach to HVT's and BKS is the question of whether these discussions can teach us anything new about experimental situations, in the same spirit as Shimony's apt phrase "experimental metaphysics." For example, Bell's Theorem led to interesting experiments which tested the notion of whether quantum entanglement could be stronger than classical correlations. In [11, 36] , we applied the WM approach to Hardy's setup, which was a paradox from the perspective of classical reasoning (definite values of position could not be assigned), and again demonstrated interesting, empirical consequences. Furthering this program, we have shown here new ways that the "charming elementary mathematics" of BKS can manifest empirically. In [29] it was first pointed out and extensively discussed and later proven [24] , that whenever there is a product rule violation in PPS situations, then there is a related proof of contextuality. However, in [29, 25] it was argued that in certain PPS situations, a NCHVT can reproduce QM if we allow for a disturbance of the HVs. Nevertheless, WVs outside the eigenvalue spectrum cannot be reproduced from any positive definite probability distribution of eigenvalues [30, 14, 29] and thus, cannot be reproduced by a NCHVT. We have thereby mitigated the NCHVT program and have strengthened the connection between these "paradoxes" and contextuality.
How general are these considerations? There are certainly versions of BKS (e.g. the original version with 117 observables) for which we cannot obtain definite results for IMs. However, our arguments concerning WMs are completely general. Despite their non-classical behavior, WVs do obey a simple, intuitive, and, most important, self-consistent logic.
Experimental Realization
What could be accomplished by an experimental test of BKS? One could argue that QM has always been verified experimentally and BKS already excludes NCHVTs, so what could be gained? In general, experimental tests of QM in novel situations can be useful, as proven with the Bell-inequality tests. In addition, for the instant case, we have made novel empirically testable arguments for the physical manner in which contextuality arises.
A modification to the experimental setup suggested by [39] could be used to test the predictions made in this paper. This setup considers a 4-D Hilbert space represented by two 2-D subsystems, e.g. the path and polarization of a single photon.
[39] find a BKS contradiction for a particular entangled state. The WVs calculated in §3.3 (e.g. eqs. 3.34 and 3.33) are identical to WVs for EPR entanglement [29] and thus entanglement in a pre-selected state of 2 particles is isomorphic to an entanglement in our 2 virtual particles. If the transverse positions of each photon is used as the pointer, then WMs can be obtained in [39] with small transverse displacements. The postselected photon distribution then determines the size of these displacements. Using the technique of [10] , WMs can be performed if an optical glass is slightly tilted so that the photon's position is uncertain to within the width of the beam.
In §2.2, we suggested that WMs can only be resolved inaccurately. Traditionally, WVs can be measured robustly [30] without disturbing the system on an ensemble of particles (see fig. 9 ) We have shown [14, 30] how robust WMs can be made for all |σ x = +1 any ensemble or for a single particle but over time [29] . This method ascertains WVs with increased coupling strength, thereby expanding the validity of WVs outside the domain of it's original context [10] . In addition this allows one to experimentally examine the range of interaction between a WM and IM in order to probe the differences and/or transition from NCHVT to QHV.
Finally, it was previously thought that empirical testing of the product rule was not necessary, since V ψ (Â 1Â2 ) obtains it's definition from V ψ (Â 1 ) and V ψ (Â 2 ). This, however, is not the case with the analysis presented in §3.3, and therefore an experiment could shed new light.
Differences between "classical-like" HVT and Quantum HV
It is feasible and even suggestive to consider an extension of QM to include both a wavefunction coming from the past and a second "destiny" wavefunction coming from the future which are determined by 2 boundary conditions, rather than a measurement and selection. What are the implications of considering the "destiny" vector as a quantum hidden variable (QHV)? First of all, QHV reflects the structure of QM as contrasted with the "classical-like" NCHVT. While full consideration of QHVs is forthcoming [15] , we present here some additional general differences between a QHV approach and a NCHVT approach.
Differences from "classical-like" Densities
If we choose a complete set of commuting variables, e.g. the projectors onto positions, x, then we may define a density ρ(x) (which in the usual language is just the probability). As shown in [30] this can be measured given an ensemble or a single particle over a long time. However, if we tried to argue that p, and x have some kind of "simultaneous" precise reality, as suggested by the Wigner-Moyal method, then it should be possible to make measurements on these projections. Such densities do give the correct average of a function, i.e. ρ(x, p)f (x, p)dxdp, so they appear to behave as proper densities, but they have un-physical aspects, i.e. mathematical artefacts, when the densities become negative. The reason is that if we attempt to actually measure such "negative" properties, then the result does not correspond to a physical observable in Hilbert Space because if we did try to project on p and x as densities simultaneously, we obtain the parity operator. To see this, we will show how an observable will take a generic ψ(x) to ψ(−x). Translating the classical projection p = 0 and x = 0 into QM:
Consider applying this to a generic wavefunction. First, the exponential, e iβp , translates ψ(x). Integrating then over α produces a delta function: Finally, integrating over β, we obtain β = −2x, and thus ψ(x − 2x) = ψ(−x). Therefore, the quantum analog of the classical projection does not correspond to a quantum projector: it corresponds to a highly non-local result, the parity operator. However, when we try to measure a negative number weakly, then it does correspond to a density operator which can be seen experimentally. This example also illustrates the role that theory can play: in the instant approach, the theoretical formalism is meant to include exactly what can be measured, no more or less. What does this picture suggest about multi-particle systems? New things do arise because now we are dealing with a higher dimensional space ρ(x 1 , x 2 ) ∼ Ψ * f in (x 1 , x 2 )Ψ in (x 1 , x 2 ) and interesting new structures come about when this is projected onto ordinary space and time. In general, ρ(x 1 , x 2 ) cannot be measured locally because there is no local way of measuring particle 1 at x 1 simultaneously with measuring particle 2 at x 2 : this would involve a nonlocal Hamiltonian. However, the projection on each line can be measured separately: if it is known that particle 2 is at x 2 then this means ρ(x 1 , x 2 )dx 1 = 1. Similarly, if it is known that particle 1 is at x 1 then this means ρ(x 1 , x 2 )dx 2 = 1. However, asking the question if both particles are there together is another point in phase space (see figure 10) . The particle also could have been located simultaneously in another position with certainty, but then we need to place a negative number somewhere else in order to satisfy the global constraint, i.e. the integral of the WVs has to add up to 1 (because there is just a single particle along each line), but the individual numbers at each point can be arbitrary. IM outcomes reveal an integration along just one line, but the WV densities are not just those lines. E.g. in the Hardy case the seeming contradiction that both particles are there individually but are not there together is resolved by a negative number of particles at another point in phase space.
Finally, another difference between NCHVTs and QHVs is that the former assumes that properties "sit" on the particle. However, in TSQM, we can separate a particle from its properties [29] . Consider the pre-selection: |Ψ in = |ψ 1 {|σ z = +1 + |σ z = −1 }+ |ψ 2 |σ z = +1 and the post-selected state: |Ψ f in = {|ψ 1 − |ψ 2 } {|σ z = +1 − |σ z = −1 } Using the isomorphism between spin states and 2 boxes, if N 1 (+1) is the number of σ z = +1 particles in box 1 (etc.), then the total number of particles in box 1 is: N 1 (+1) +N 1 (−1) = 0 But the magnetic moment in box 1 is: N 1 (+1)−N 1 (−1) = 2N Thus, there are no particles in box 1, yet there is twice the magnetic field there! The particles are in box 2, but there is no field there. While NCHVTs try to have the property "sit" on the particle, in this case, there are no particles where the B field is!
Nonlocality
TSQM also provides different perspectives on non-locality. Lorentz covariance in the state description can be preserved in TSQM [9] because the post-selected vector σ Thus, there is no need to specify a moment in time in which a non-local collapse occurs. However, an aspect of non-locality that has not been incorporated yet into this picture is the issue of the non-locality of the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect [1] .
